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Modern tv cabinet design best furniture units

Nella Vetrina has the best in Italian designer TV and media units. All of our media units are the work of leading designers and skilled craftsmen and produced in only the most acoustic European materials, including glass and exotic forests. Our modern and contemporary Italian design media units are the work of internationally influential designers known for
using various materials such as glass, wood and metal. A feature of the collection are our TV units of glass media that, with their precision and innovation, set the benchmark in modern design. Designer Italian TV media units are offered in a style that integrates elements of the above avant-garde approach with the sensibility of historical designs. These
wholes bring to life the forms of everything from baroque to art nousia with unmistakably modern elements. Nelle Vetrine's luxurious high end designer TV media units are produced in coloured glass and fully upholstered in luxurious European and Italian fabrics and leather. Tops can be indicated in different glass colors with borders and accents in stainless
steel, silver and gold. Most of our designer Italian TV media units are available in custom RAL colors and custom sizes on demand. Entertainment units, like any other type of furniture, come in different styles. Although each of them has its own individual preference when it comes to décor, elegant contemporary designs rule the roost at the moment. These
trendy modern ideas for the design of TV units are usually characterized by clean lines and uncluttered structures. The following is a curated list from Livspace homes. Some of them are bound to capture their fancy and fire their imaginations. Modern TV unit design #1: Wooden laminate with white cabinets brown and white elegant, elegant and glamorous,
this TV unit has all the elements of a showstopper. The back slit panel highlights this minimal entertainment unit. Modern TV unit design #2: Partitioning rooms Which partition room This TV unit serves two purposes: the first is the entertainment unit, and the second as a partition. Such TV units can be used to segreg the living and dining area. Modern TV Unit
Design #3: Contemporary Design Neutral Tones This TV unit with sharp and clean lines is an example of a copybook of modern furniture. We are particularly captivated by the way the speakers are placed on this unit for uniform sound distribution. Modern TV Unit Design #4: Monochroy Simply Stunning Rear Panel and Compact Base Unit consist of this
sleek and utilitarian TV unit. Moreover, the patterned tiles of the zigzag side panel highlight its monochrome magic. Modern TV unit design #5: Brilliant White Entertainment Unit Pretty whites Love whites? Go to the whole pig with white furniture. White TV units can look a little flat, so add some wood tones to keep things interesting. Modern TV Unit Design #6:
Compact but interesting shelves Bulky furniture often often upstairs and makes the room look cramped. So floating TV units like this are a godsend for small living rooms. An interesting element such as blue cabinets can be added here. The modern TV unit design #7: Peachy Television Unit Peachy and the perfect Peach Pop of this TV unit adds a touch of
liveliness to the living room. In addition, black lacquer glass complements peach-colored laminate blinds to perfection. Modern TV Unit Design #8: Floating Entertainment Unit White and Minimal This floating TV unit occupies the bare minimum space due to its compact design. Moreover, to make glass blinds help to emphasize the space. Such uncluttered
designs are ideal for small spaces. Modern TV unit design #9: Symmetrical in black and white black and white as white opens space, black adds a sophisticated vibe to the décor. For example, this TV unit with a combination of open and closed shelves, displays innate symmetry and looks classy because it is black. Modern TV unit design #10: Contemporary
Aqua Blue Unit Vibrant Aqua Stipping splash of water blue makes this TV unit pop against the backdrop of white walls. The design itself is contemporary with neat lines and a compact structure. Modern TV Unit Design #11: Fun Unit with Floating Shelves Show your accessories This TV unit design is quite uncommon and you can try it out if you have a
massive bare wall. The base unit is conspicuously absent. The unit itself consists of a wall-based TV and murmuring floating shelves around it. Modern TV unit design #12: Elegant and stunningly elegant white When space is scarce, a TV unit design like this one is a great choice. The wooden panel behind the TV adds texture to the space while the white
base unit provides an elegant look. Moreover, the glass shelf above the TV is transparent and therefore does not take out space. Modern TV unit design #13: Mounted shelves of television units and much more This wall-mounted TV unit stands in white and brown and illuminates the room. Lighter shades of wood help create a well-lit look. Modern TV Unit
Design #14: Minimalism Is the Key Beautiful and Minimal Contemporary and Elegant Your Kind of Style? Take cues from this minimal rear painted glass TV unit. It looks perfectly mounted on the wall. Modern TV unit design #15: Taupe Entertainment Unit Pretty taupes something royal and refined, perhaps? How about a taupe unit with an intact white tip?
This makes the perfect addition to the soft toned bedroom. Modern TV Unit Design #16: High Gloss White and Glossy Do glam Quotient with this shiny modern TV unit design! The shine of the unit perfectly goes along the neutral wall. Modern TV unit design #17: Ash and Grey TV units Warm and woody entertainment units can also fit into muted syllables.
Like this one in an ashy gray wooden board along with a hollow white unit. We love pop chevrons at one end! Modern TV unit Design #18: television unit Wooden and traditional If traditional wooden furniture furniture Your all-time favorite, you'll love this beautiful chestnut unit. There's plenty of storage! Modern TV Unit Design #19: TV Unit Cum Study Table
Bright and cheerful Entertainment units that double as working tops are ideal for the bedroom. Cherry red and glistening gold certainly a living room as well! Modern TV Unit Design #20: Sand Fun Unit Beautiful in the Bedroom This bedroom looks well lit thanks to the sand-colored TV unit. The wall-length unit comes with enough storage space and open
shelves to display paintings and artwork. Modern TV Unit #21: Provide enough storage space in the bedroom A fully functional TV unit is the star of this room. It has enough storage, display, and even space as a worktop. Modern TV unit #22: Shiny white elegant and white when it comes to something simple but chic, it is difficult to beat an all-white unit.
Especially if it is shiny and compact! Modern TV unit #23: Hot and chocolate white and chocolate Rich chocolate TV board is the focus of the living room. We like the way it stands out under the lights of the spotlight from the false ceiling. Modern TV unit #24: Marsala and Wood Entertainment Unit A splash of color An elegant unit of marsala paired with a bright
wooden board takes center stage in this living room. Modern TV Unit #25: Entertainment unit with shelves and storage Wooden tones Wall ridges paired with open and closed shelves make the perfect display-cum-TV unit. Modern TV Unit #26: Combining work and play when work meets game Television can be part of your entertainment work room. Just
mount it on the wall and back with a statement wallpaper like this one. Modern TV unit design #27: Revolving TV unit turn around revolving television anyone? This wacky TV unit has a switching provision so one can sleep while the other enjoys late-night football matches! Modern TV unit design #28: Industrial style unit Old World charm Go industrial with
exposed brick wall as a backdrop for your entertainment unit. Modern TV Unit Design #29: Entertainment Unit cum Bookshelf Keeping it functional When you have a world of books and files to store and display, opt for a full-fledged wall unit like this. Modern TV unit #30: Traditional entertainment unit Classy white We love the concept of drawers with cute
buttons and shelves in the style of a grid for display at the top, for this TV unit. Modern TV unit design #31: Classic wooden unit carved and carved Everything you sometimes need, is a fairly printed wallpaper and classic wooden TV unit to complete the look of the room. Before you ask, it's Sabyasachi wallpaper! Modern TV unit #32: A grey and white
entertainment unit blending into stone wall tiles paired with a grey and white TV unit that looks appealing in this living room. Modern TV #33: Sliding doors on the entertainment unit hide and search for How cool is this TV unit? A sliding door that covers the TV when you want to highlight your leaks. We love it! Modern TV Unit Unit standing on the floor Cold
Grey Make it traditional with floor standing units! Wooden wallpaper combined with a gray and white color combination gives a modern look. Modern TV unit #35: Blue and White Entertainment Unit Liven it up Work with the color scheme at home and get your TV unit customed according to that. This one is equipped with all kinds of storage. Modern TV unit
#36: Light and shadow Soft glow Wall with stone and wooden board with LED strip lights. Sounds like the perfect recipe for a TV unit? Modern TV unit #37: Shiny acrylic with pops purple play around with materials for the TV unit. This shiny TV unit with an acrylic finish with hints of purple is the perfect addition to this room. Modern TV Unit Design #38: White
and Gold As royalty looks Like Add a touch of luxury to your living room with a simple TV unit set against a sleek white and gold background. Modern TV unit #39: Smooth walnut finish Simple and elegant Why not opt for a smooth TV nut finishing unit? Moreover, this TV unit is compact and can fit into any nook and cranny. Modern TV Unit #40: With hidden
storage for all your curios pack in your knick-knacks in this modern TV unit design with closed storage shelves. Modern TV unit #41: Elegant wood paneling Treat for eyes Get yourself something unique with this stunning TV unit that has vertical wood paneling. Modern TV Unit #42: With open window display space Show your collectibles If you're a person
with a fetish for collecting curiosions and artifacts, display them with this elegant TV sperm display unit. Modern TV Unit #43: Glam Upholstery Catchy Display Looking for Something Different? This unique upholstered TV unit will keep compliments flowing. Modern TV Unit Design #44: Made of multiple pieces of plywood Glams in the room Why stick to
plywood finish when you can get a TV unit made up of multiple plywood pieces? This modern design of the TV unit is impressive and looks amazing in this living room. Modern TV unit #45: Marble stone panel Elegant marble We love this beautiful TV unit with aesthetic marble final stone slab. Warm colors perfectly fit into the decoration of the living room.
Modern TV unit #46: Chevron Wall Trims Beautiful in pastel love wall trims? Use the Chevron patterned wall trim wallpaper to refurbish your entertainment unit. We love pastel blue wallpaper! Modern TV unit #47: Wooden beams Bold but refined wooden beams are a great way to give your TV unit a warm yet sophisticated look. Complete with a shiny black
finish, this fun unit is a must-have! See how it fits the arrangement of the wooden rafters on the ceiling? Modern TV Unit Design #48: Monochromatic Italian Marble Modern and Luxurious This TV Design spells only grandeur! If you want a high-end design, then Italian marble is the way to go. Choose monochromatic color combinations for a subtle look.
Modern TV unit #49: Bold and dark in dark shades If black is yours favorite, so why not opt for a TV unit in bold, black? Golden borders add a hint of color while keeping it elegant. Modern TV unit #50: With spotlights Let there be light! Jazz up any simple TV units with some bright backlighting. Modern TV unit #51: Stone lining Touch rustic Add some rustic
vibes to your home with this wooden TV unit and beautiful stone wall. Modern TV unit #52: Ladder Style Storage Quirky open storage In search of a TV unit with storage space? Go for a unit like this once that comes with creative ladder style storage that offers ample space. Modern TV Unit Design #53: Pretty Nested Tools Uber comfortable TV unit doubles
as a workstation? Get some nested tools to ensure comfort. Modern TV unit design #54: Luxurious and sumptuous straight from the magazine! Who doesn't love luxury? If you want to add some glam elements to your living room, opt for a luxury entertainment unit. Marble finish and mirror work are a treat for the eyes! Modern TV unit #55: Against the golden
accent wall gold and glam have a simple TV unit? No problem! Just place it on a wall with a gold accent like this and give your unit a stunning remodel! How do I select a TV unit? A TV unit can make or break the look of your room. As such, there are several factors that you need to consider before choosing your party unit. Layout Large TV units can fit in an
open schedule The first thing you need to consider is the layout of the room. Your TV unit should be aligned with the room layout to ensure aesthetics. In addition, appearance also helps to decide on the size of the unit. Size Choose the correct size for a flawless look Ideally, the size of your TV unit should be larger than the size of the TV. Also, the size of the
unit will depend on the size of the room. If you have a small space, opt for a wall party unit to save space. Material and color Wooden finish Finishing and color of your TV unit will depend on the decoration of the room. If you want a warm, homey ambience, opt for a wooden finish and soft colors. Light and white For more modern and contemporary sleuths,
premium, shiny finishes and monochromatic colours will work well. Style Minimal and stylish TV unit design should suit your lifestyle and personality. Whether you want something minimal, rustic or urban-chic - it should ultimately fit well into the rest of your home interior design. Did you like the designs? We propose modern living rooms: Design and décor.
Send your comments and suggestions to editor@livspace.com editor@livspace.com
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